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bstract. We present an automated numerical method of
ompensating for retinal shadows in the choroid. In this
ethod, signal extinction caused by retinal vessels is esti-
ated by subtracting median A-scans obtained from be-
eath the retinal vessels and A-scans from the surrounding
rea. Adding the obtained offset vector to A-scans from
eneath the retinal vessels allows compensating for shad-
ws in the choroid. In vivo imaging of the human eye was
erformed by 840-nm-band standard resolution spectral
omain optical coherence tomography �SD-OCT�, and
horoidal vasculature projection images were calculated.
emoval of retinal shadows distinctly improved the read-
bility of choroidal images. © 2009 Society of Photo-Optical Instru-
entation Engineers. �DOI: 10.1117/1.3076204�

eywords: optical coherence tomography �OCT�; image processing;
phthalmology.
aper 08217LRRR received Jul. 8, 2008; revised manuscript received
ov. 17, 2008; accepted for publication Nov. 26, 2008; published
nline Feb. 12, 2009.

Ocular vasculature examination is an important way of di-
gnosing such ophthalmic diseases as age-related macular de-
eneration �ARMD� and diabetic retinopathy. At this moment,
uorescein angiography �FA� and indocyanine green angiog-
aphy �ICGA� are frequently used for that purpose. However,
oth FA and ICGA are limited to 2-D imaging, which some-
imes makes it difficult to resolve abnormalities in blood ves-
els, especially in the choroid. In addition, these methods are
ather uncomfortable for the patient due to the mandatory dye
njection.

Alternative angiographic methods, based on optical coher-
nce tomography �OCT�, have been developed recently to
vercome these disadvantages. One of these, presented by
akita et al., is referred to as Doppler optical coherence an-

iography �DOCA�.1 This method obtains 3-D images of the
cular vascular structure by observing Doppler signals caused
y blood flow within vessels.1 Unfortunately, DOCA requires
ense scanning between A-scans, which increases the mea-
urement time. That is problematic, because patients often
nd it difficult to endure a long measurement time when keep-
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ing their eyes in a fixed position, causing distortion of 3-D
cube data. Moreover, due to the weakness of the Doppler
signal obtained from the choroid, the resultant choroidal vas-
culature images are not very accurate.

Another method, presented by Yasuno et al. and Hong et
al. and known as the scattering optical coherence angiography
method �SOCA�, uses light absorption and the scattering
properties of blood to determine retinal and choroidal vessel
structures.2,3 The significant advantage of SOCA is that, con-
trary to DOCA, it does not require dense scanning between
A-scans, which allows a substantially reduced measurement
time. In the SOCA method, the segmentation of vessels is
based on the intensity characteristics of OCT signals. How-
ever, due to the high absorption of retinal vessels and fringe
washout, OCT signals obtained from locations beneath these
vessels are significantly decreased. That produces artifacts in
the OCT images, known as retinal shadows, thereby decreas-
ing the informativity and readability of vascular images ob-
tained by SOCA. Consequently, there is a real need for an
effective method of compensating for the artifacts caused by
retinal vessels.

In this paper, we present a numerical method to compen-
sate the artifacts in OCT images caused by retinal vessels.

We used a standard spectral domain optical coherence to-
mography �SD-OCT� system to obtain 3-D retinal and chor-
oidal OCT images. Since a more detailed description of the
measurement system can be found in Ref. 1, this paper will
present only a short summary. As a light source, the system
used a superluminescent diode �SLD� with a center wave-
length of 840 nm and a FWHM spectral bandwidth of 50 nm.
The optical power of the beam on the cornea was 700 �W,
which is less than the ANSI exposure limit. An optical isolator
was used to prevent reincident light from entering the source.
Polarization controllers were used after the SLD and before
the reference and sample arms. A transparent diffractive grat-
ing of 1200 lines /mm was used to separate the wavelengths
of the coherent light in the spectrometer. The scanning rate of
the CCD �Basler, L103k-2k� camera was 18.7 kHz, and the
exposure time of each A-line was 53.3 �s. The measured sen-
sitivity of this system was 99.3 dB at a depth of 100 �m,
while the measured axial resolution in air was 8.8 �m.

The whole data processing will be briefly described here,
with a detailed description of retinal shadow compensation.
First, the retina and choroid are separated by identifying the
retinal pigment epithelium �RPE� layer from the measured
3-D OCT data �see Fig. 1, step i� When the segmented chor-
oid is flattened to the RPE �step ii�, the OCT signal decay at a
single depth becomes nearly constant. This enables the use of
intensity thresholding-based binarization �ITB� to segment
choroidal vessels. A detailed description of this process can be
found in an article published by the authors.2,3

A new retinal shadow compensation method is used before
the segmentation of choroidal vessels. To identify the position
and width of retinal shadows, a projection image of retinal
vessels is calculated by adding together the obtained logarith-
mic scale en face slices from the RPE complex �step iii� and
binarizing the resultant linear scale image using automatic
ITB �step iv�. The achieved retinal vessel mask is then used to
identify the location of all A-scans of OCT volume that are
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ffected by retinal vessels.2,3 Logarithmic scaled A-scans with
Ij�z�, j� �1,N�� and without �Ii�z�, i� �1,M�� the effect of
xtinction are separated from each other by using the retinal
essel mask. Ij�z� and Ii�z� are the intensities of OCT signal
s a function of depth from RPE z. N and M are the numbers
f A-scans with and without the effect of retinal vessels,
espectively, and the sum M +N is the number of A-scans of

he whole OCT volume. Median A-scans Ĩi��1,M��z� and

j��1,N��z� are determined by calculating the median intensity
f all depths for Ij�z� and Ii�z�, respectively. The function a�z�
hat estimates signal extinction caused by retinal vessels is

btained by subtracting median A-scans, a�z�= Ĩi��1,M��z�
Ĩ j��1,N��z�. Adding the obtained offset vector to all A-scans
eneath the retinal vessels Ij�z�+a�z� allows the removal of
etinal shadows in thesss choroid �step vi�.

After retinal shadow compensation follows the segmenta-
ion of choroidal vessels. A vessel segmentation algorithm
perates on each en face slice of the OCT volume at constant
epths from the RPE. Automatic ITB is performed on each
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ig. 1 The steps ��i� to �vii�� of the retinal shadow compensation
rocedure.
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ig. 3 En face slice images of ONH area. The images in row �a� are o
ithout compensation. The first image in both sequences is from the R

ast image in both sequences is a 3-D volume rendering of correspon
ournal of Biomedical Optics 010503-
slice containing choroid, producing a 3-D mask of segmented
choroidal vessels. Multiplying this mask with intensity-
inverted OCT volume data allows us to acquire a high-
contrast 3-D volume of choroidal vessels. En face projection
images of choroidal vessels are obtained by adding all slices
from the choroid together �step vii�.

To test the method, a 3-D in vivo measurement was per-
formed on a healthy human eye. The optic nerve head �ONH�
and macula areas were imaged using 1024 A-scans per frame,
with a total of 138 frames. Both ONH and macula measure-
ment data covered an area of about 5 mm�5 mm. The re-
quired measurement time was 7.7 s. An en face projection
image of retinal vessels, shown in Fig. 2�a�, was calculated
from the RPE. Fig. 2�b� shows the choroidal en face projec-
tion image without retinal shadow compensation, while Fig.
2�c� presents the corresponding image with shadow compen-
sation. As seen, the application of the shadow compensation
method improves the visibility of choroidal vessels. Some
choroidal vessel structures, located beneath the retinal vessels,
can be seen in Fig. 2�c�.

One advantage of SOCA is the depth-resolved visualiza-
tion of vessels. To illustrate this feature, Fig. 3 shows en face
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Fig. 2 SOCA images from optic nerve head �ONH� and macula; �a�
projection image of retinal vessels, �b� choroidal vessel without retinal
shadow compensation, and �c� choroidal vessels with compensation.
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lice images of the ONH area at different depths. In both
equences, the first image is from the RPE, and the following
mages are sliced at 49 �m intervals from it. The first en face
mages of both sequences, �a� and �b�, in Fig. 3 are from the
attened RPE. By comparing these images, the effect of reti-
al shadow compensation can be seen clearly. If compensa-
ion is not used, retinal shadows cause artifacts that are erro-
eously segmented as choroidal vessels, as seen in the first
lice of row �b�. The en face slice images taken at a depth of
9 �m below the RPE suggest that information can be ob-
ained about the choriocapillaris structure, which contains

any small blood vessels and pigment cells.4 However, due to
he resolution limitations of OCT, a detailed investigation of
lood vessels within the choriocapillaris is a very challenging
ask. Taking en face slice images at 98 �m and 137 �m be-
ow the RPE reduces the inverse intensity of the OCT signal
round the optic disk area. This indicates that the thickness of
horoid that contains vessels decreases toward the optic disk.
he data also enable determining the depth position of ves-
els. The last images of sequences �a� and �b� in Fig. 3 show
3-D reconstruction of choroidal vessels in the ONH. Volume

a� is obtained with shadow compensation and �b� without
etinal shadow compensation.

In 3-D segmentation of choroidal vasculatures, a simple
ntensity threshold is applicable for the identification of cho-
oidal vessels. In the absence of retinal shadow compensation,
he calculated intensity threshold is distorted, and choroidal
essels with poor contrast are segmented out. This explains
hy the 3-D image �b� in Fig. 3 seems to have less vessels

han image �a�.
Although the presented method was developed primarily

or SOCA, it also seems to work well for restoring OCT im-
ges in general. A comparison of the flattened cross-sectional
mage after steps ii and vi in Fig. 4 demonstrate the obvious
mprovement in image quality following shadow compensa-
ion. There seems to be choroidal structural information even
eneath a large retinal vessel.

It has been shown previously that the SOCA method pro-
ides comparable results with conventionally used angio-
raphic methods like FA and ICGA.3 In this paper, the SOCA
ethod is improved so that artifacts caused by retinal vessels

an be removed to enhance readability of obtained choroidal
essel structure images. The presented compensation method
s based on the fact that there is still some real OCT signal
eneath retinal vessels. The shape similarity of median
-scans with and without the effect of retinal vessels �see

mage after step v in Fig. 1� affirms that statement.

mm1. 0 m1
mm1.0 mm1 m

(a) (b)

ig. 4 Flattened B-scan images with inverted intensity. Image �a� is
ithout and image �b� is with retinal shadow compensation. The an-

erior part of the RPE complex is shown by a red line, and the poste-
ior part of the choroid is denoted by a green line. The yellow rect-
ngles show the positions of retinal shadows. The black arrows
ndicate the new visible interfaces beneath retinal vessels. �Color on-
ine only.�
ournal of Biomedical Optics 010503-
Despite good results obtained by the use of the shadow
compensation algorithm, some small compensation errors still
occur. One reason could be errors in segmenting retinal ves-
sels, when shadow compensation is performed on A-scans
that are not actually affected by retinal shadows. Another pos-
sible explanation is that the single offset vector a�z� is used in
the compensation procedure globally. Since attenuation be-
neath retinal vessels is not uniform, some small compensation
errors may creep in, as shown in Fig. 3.

The retinal shadow compensation method is rather simple
and not particularly extensive in terms of calculation time. A
standard PC �CPU 2.4 GHz, 2.93-GB RAM� calculated the
desired compensation values for our volume in about 10 s.
However, to work properly, the method requires rather exact
RPE identification. Especially in the ONH area, segmentation
errors beneath the optic disk may yield incorrect retinal
shadow compensation values, affecting choroidal vessel seg-
mentation. In Fig. 3, for example, the vessel structures visible
beneath the optic disk cupping are not actual choroidal ves-
sels, but artifacts produced by the shadows of retinal vessels.
In fact, there is no choroid under the optic disk at all. Thus,
segmentation of the optic disk area is a necessity.

This paper demonstrated shadow compensation on OCT
images obtained using a conventional 840-nm probing band.
However, some longer wavelength OCT systems for oph-
thalmic imaging have been reported recently.2,4,5 One very
interesting alternative is 1-�m OCT, because it allows a
deeper imaging depth than the 840-nm OCT, providing infor-
mation even from the sclera.2 Although the optical properties
of vessels and blood are wavelength dependent and the ap-
pearance of retinal shadows is different in 1-�m OCT than in
840 nm OCT, the fact remains that retinal shadows will still
appear in both types of image. The applicability of the method
presented here is independent of the wavelength used.

An automatic method for compensating for retinal shad-
ows in OCT images is presented. By using this method, the
readability of tomography images can be improved. More-
over, the presented compensation method also improves the
efficiency of the choroidal vessel segmentation process and
increases the visibility and contrast of choroidal vessels. This
enables obtaining information about real choroidal structures
located beneath retinal vessels.
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